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Abstract

Objectives: This study aimed to compare, over a five-year period, the prospective direct healthcare costs and service utilization of persons with subsyndromal depression (SSD) and non-depressive persons (ND), in a population of very old persons. A second aim was to develop a model that predicts direct healthcare costs in very old persons with SSD.

Design and setting: A prospective population-based study was undertaken on 85-year-old persons in Sweden.

Measurements: Depressiveness was screened with GDS-15 (Geriatric Depression Scale) at baseline and at one-year follow-up, and the results were classified into ND, SSD and syndromal depression. Data on individual healthcare costs and service use from a five-year period were derived from national database registers. Direct costs were compared between categories using Mann-Whitney U-tests, and a prediction model was identified with linear regression.

Results: For persons with SSD, the direct healthcare costs per month of survival exceeded those of persons with ND by a ratio 1.45 (€634 vs €436), a difference that was significant even after controlling for somatic multimorbidity. The final regression model consisted of five independent variables predicting direct healthcare costs: male sex, ADL functions, loneliness, presence of SSD, and somatic multimorbidity.

Conclusions: SSD among very old persons is associated with increased direct healthcare costs independently of somatic multimorbidity. The associations between SSD, somatic multimorbidity and healthcare costs in the very old need to be analysed further in order to better guide allocation of resources in health policy.

Keywords: Subthreshold depression, multimorbidity, oldest old, elderly, cost-of-illness, late-life depression
1. Objective

Depression is one of the most prevalent disorders in late life, and by 2030 it is projected to be the major contributor to disease burden in high-income countries (2). During the last 15 years a growing body of literature has dealt with subsyndromal depression (SSD) or subthreshold depression, i.e. depressiveness below the threshold of what is called a syndromal depressive episode (3, 4). Even though the degree of functional impairment and suffering is relatively smaller in patients with subsyndromal depression than in those with syndromal depression, the number of persons affected is much larger, with prevalence rates ranging from 3.6% to 35.9% in primary care and from 4.0% to 22.9% in community settings (5).

Previous studies have shown that elderly persons with depression have higher direct healthcare costs than do other elderly persons (6). In addition, SSD in persons of age 60 and over is associated with higher healthcare costs than average (7, 8). Studies on very old persons are valuable as the very old (80+ years) differ in general from the young old (60-80 years) in respects such as degree of multimorbidity, frailty and social dependence. The healthcare costs of the very old with multimorbidity and frailty have been investigated (9). Two papers have focused on costs of depression in the very old (10, 11), and one paper have investigated impact of depressive symptoms in general on healthcare costs in the very old (12).

However, to our knowledge no studies have investigated whether very old persons with SSD have higher direct costs than average for their age group. With the help of such knowledge, the planning of health care could improve, which is especially important in the context of the worldwide demographic development of a gradual increase in the proportion of very old persons.

The aim of the present study was to provide a comparison between the prospective direct healthcare costs and service utilization for persons with SSD compared with non-depressive persons in a Swedish population of very old persons over a five-year period. A second aim was to develop a model that predicts direct healthcare costs in very old persons with SSD.

Based on previous literature on persons of lower ages we hypothesized that direct costs of very old persons with SSD would be higher than for non-depressive persons, independent of somatic multimorbidity, and that the factors of somatic multimorbidity, cognitive dysfunction (13), physical functioning and impaired activities of daily living (ADL) (14), chronic pain (15), and loneliness (16) would also predict increased direct costs.

2. Methods

2.1 Sample

Data were obtained from the prospective observational cohort study “Elderly in Linköping Screening Assessment” (ELSA 85), with a population-based design of 85-year-old persons in the south of Sweden (17). All persons born in 1922 and living in Linköping municipality in Sweden (n=650) in 2007 were invited to participate (Figure 1), and no exclusion criteria were
2.2 Setting

The municipality of Linköping is a city with about 150,000 inhabitants in the southeast of Sweden. The age distribution is similar to the rest of the country, with almost 20% of the people over 65 years of age, and about 5% over 80 years. In Sweden, public resources are state controlled. Provisions for community services and healthcare are mainly funded by taxes and are universally available according to individual needs (18). Individuals pay a fee (€15-30) for a visit to a general practitioner in primary care, or for a visit to secondary care or emergency room. For a hospital stay the fee per day is about a third of the price (€5-10). Most of Sweden’s elderly residents live in private homes. For those requiring care at home, municipalities offer actual care services. These are managed either directly by the municipalities or indirectly by private care companies.
2.3 Measures

2.3.1 Categories of depressiveness

Depressiveness was operationalized in three categories: non-depression (ND), SSD and syndromal depression. In this study, we chose to define SSD and syndromal depression on the basis of the results from GDS-15 (19). GDS-15 is a valid and reliable self-report screening instrument assessing depressive symptoms in older people, and it contains 15 questions with yes/no-answers and one point for each question (20). In our study, 0-2p were interpreted as ND, 3-5p were interpreted as SSD, and ≥6p were interpreted as syndromal depression. This cut-off value for syndromal depression is common, while the cut-off between ND and SSD is more variable between studies (21). In order to increase validity of the categories of depressiveness the GDS-15 was measured both at baseline and at one-year follow-up, as affective disorders vary in intensity over time (22). On the basis of these two measurements the subjects were divided into the categories 1) presence of non-depression at both baseline and follow-up (ND Both), 2) presence of SSD at either baseline or follow-up (SSD Ever), 3) and presence of depression at either baseline or follow-up (Depr Ever).

2.3.2 Healthcare utilization

Data on health care utilization were derived from the population-based administrative healthcare register care data warehouse in Östergötland (CDWÖ), containing data from both public care, and from the vast majority of private care services in the region (23).

2.3.3 Costs for healthcare and municipal care

Data on public healthcare costs were derived from the national database Cost Per Patient (CPP) via the county council of Östergötland, Sweden (24). Since 2005, the CPP database has been available with data on costs for each patient utilizing the healthcare system. Standard costs for different care components, e.g. a specific examination or a surgical procedure, are used to calculate CPP. The standard costs for different care components are thereafter attributed to a specific healthcare contact (derived from the CDWÖ) and summarized to CPP. Other costs, i.e. overhead costs and costs not attributed to specific healthcare contacts are distributed on individual CPP contacts.

Data on municipal costs for elderly care were derived from the database Cost Per User (CPU). The principles for calculating CPU are the same as for the database CPP above, though the municipal costs instead of healthcare correspond to costs for living at nursing homes, transportation services, domestic care services, as well as ordered meals. As the registration to the CPU database started in 2010 for the municipality, not until 2011 was the quality of data judged sufficient for this study, with the consequence that the municipal costs were only available for 270 of the 371 participants still living by the year 2011. All costs were calculated using price lists for each year, and presented as costs per month of survival as many of the participants died during the five-year study period. The costs were also transformed to price levels of September 2016 using the Consumer Price Index, and transformed to EURO (€) in order to facilitate comparison with other studies. Following the guidelines of the Swedish Council on Health Technology Assessment (SBU) we used a discount rate of three percent. The data collection through substantial public data registers allowed a detailed naturalistic and comprehensive assessment of healthcare costs for each
individual and eliminated the recall bias that has been a relevant limitation in previous health economic studies of the study field (6).

2.3.4 Other independent variables

The statistical models included baseline characteristics such as the covariates sex, type of accommodation, household living arrangement and educational level. Somatic multimorbidity or multiple coexisting chronic diseases, were operationalized as the number of chronic diseases out of a predetermined list of 12 disease categories (25): arrhythmic heart disease, chronic heart failure or myocardial infarction, other vascular disease, hypertension or hyperlipidemia, diabetes mellitus, thyroid disease, respiratory disease, joint disease, central nervous system disease, gastrointestinal disease, urinary incontinence, and malignancy.

Overall cognitive function was assessed at the home visit using the MMSE (26), and results <25p of the maximum 30p were regarded as cognitive dysfunction in this study (27). Physical function was operationalized as the use of mobility assistive devices (yes/no). Lower ADL functions were measured through self-report in the item EQ-5D Usual activities (some or severe problems), and presence of pain was measured similarly through the item EQ-5D Pain/discomfort (moderate of extreme pain) from the EQ-5D instrument (28). Loneliness was measured with a single item question constructed by the authors about feelings of loneliness on a four-level scale of frequency: often, sometimes, seldom or never (29).

2.4 Statistical analyses

The SPSS Statistical package (version 23.0) was used for the data analyses. Differences in characteristics between participants (who responded to GDS at baseline; n=371) and non-participants (who responded to the initial questionnaire but not to GDS, n=125) were investigated using $\chi^2$-tests and two-sided $t$-tests. As often in healthcare expenditures the costs and service utilization data of the study had a positively skewed non-normal distribution, why comparisons of costs were done with Mann-Whitney U-tests, and log transformation of cost values was done before performing linear regressions with calculation of unstandardized B-coefficients, 95% confidence intervals (CI) and p-values. Adjustment for multiple comparisons was done for costs and service use separately with the False Discovery Rate method (1). Correlation matrices were calculated to identify significant intercorrelation between variables, but no variables had to be excluded for this reason. All the hypothesized independent variables and the sociodemographic variables of sex and educational level were selected for the multivariate regression, using backward stepwise automatic model selection to identify an adequate final multivariate regression model with log total healthcare costs as the dependent variable. The number of missing values among the participants was generally small, ranging from 0 to 5% (18/371 on the MMSE cognitive test), and missing values were excluded listwise for the analyses. The level of significance was set to $\alpha=0.05$.

3. Results

3.1 Sample characteristics

Figure 1 shows the derivation of the analytical sample of n=316 individuals, even though some descriptive data also is presented in the following for all the n=371 who responded to
the GDS-15 at baseline. An overview of sample characteristics at baseline for the categories of depressiveness that were used in the further analysis is presented in Table 1. For the participants there was a general pattern of higher proportions of declining functioning variables associated with a higher degree of depressiveness, which also corresponded to higher numbers of chronic diseases and shorter survival time, while the proportions of educational level and sex did not differ significantly across categories of depressiveness.

**Table 1.** Sample characteristics at baseline (age 85) for the n=316. The responders were divided into the categories ND Both (GDS 0-2p at both baseline and one-year follow-up), SSD Ever (GDS 3-5p at either baseline or follow-up) and Depr Ever (GDS≥6p at either baseline or follow-up) for further statistical analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ND Both (n=152)</th>
<th>SSD Ever (n=128)</th>
<th>Depr Ever (n=36)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, n (%)</td>
<td>71 (46.7)</td>
<td>46 (35.9)</td>
<td>12 (33.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted housing*, n (%)</td>
<td>1 (0.7)</td>
<td>19 (14.8)</td>
<td>8 (22.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living alone, n (%)</td>
<td>80 (52.6)</td>
<td>73 (57.0)</td>
<td>26 (72.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low level of education (&lt;9 years), n(%)</td>
<td>97 (63.8)</td>
<td>83 (64.8)</td>
<td>27 (75.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness, sometimes or often, n (%)</td>
<td>37 (24.6)</td>
<td>56 (45.2)</td>
<td>29 (82.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of mobility assistive devices n(%)</td>
<td>44 (28.9)</td>
<td>87 (68.0)</td>
<td>29 (80.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower ADL functions, some or severe problems n(%)</td>
<td>9 (5.9)</td>
<td>47 (36.7)</td>
<td>23 (63.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain/ Discomfort (EQ-5D), moderate or extreme n(%)</td>
<td>95 (62.5)</td>
<td>92 (71.9)</td>
<td>31 (86.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive dysfunction (MMSE&lt;25p) n(%)</td>
<td>7 (4.6)</td>
<td>31 (24.2)</td>
<td>10 (27.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of chronic somatic diseases, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.2 (1.4)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.6)</td>
<td>3.2 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of months of survival from baseline, mean (SD)</td>
<td>57 (9.0)</td>
<td>49 (16)</td>
<td>50 (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Adapted housing: i.e. sheltered housing, nursing home or dementia care

Comparisons with the X²--test between those who responded to GDS (n=371; figure 1) at baseline and those who responded to the preceding postal questionnaire but not to GDS (n=125) revealed that a significantly lower proportion of GDS responders were of female gender, living in adapted housing, and had lower ADL functions.

### 3.2 Direct costs

Table 2 shows the distribution of healthcare and municipal costs, as well as healthcare service use across the different categories of depressiveness. Mean total healthcare costs per month for the whole sample amounted to €608 (±628) per capita which, when extrapolated to annual costs, was €7301 (±7539). Inpatient care accounted for almost half of the total healthcare costs, while primary and secondary outpatient care accounted for similar proportions of the rest. Private healthcare costs were only about ten percent, and pharmaceutical costs about 15% of the public healthcare costs.

**Table 2.** Comparison with Mann-Whitney U-tests of prospective healthcare direct costs and service use between the categories ND Both, SSD Ever and Depr Ever
| Healthcare direct costs per capita monthly (€)
| Total |
| Healthcare costs, mean (SD) |
| Inpatient care, mean (SD) |
| Outpatient care |
| Primary care, mean (SD) |
| Secondary outpatient care, mean (SD) |
| Pharmaceutical s, mean (SD) |
| Non-pharmaceutical components, mean (SD) |
| Private healthcare, mean (SD) |
| Municipal care direct costs per capita monthly (€)
| Total costs, mean (SD) |
| Adapted housing, mean (SD) |
| Healthcare service use per capita monthly |
| Total n healthcare visits, mean (SD) |
| N visits to a physician in all, mean (SD) |
| Inpatient care |
| All inpatient care, n occasions; mean (SD) |
| Specific psychiatric inpatient care, n occasions; mean (SD) |
| Outpatient care |
| Primary care n visits; mean (SD) |
| Emergency room, n visits; mean (SD) |
| All secondary outpatient care, n visits; mean (SD) |
| Specific psychiatric outpatient care, n visits; mean (SD) |
| All  |
| n=152 | n=128 | n=36 | n=316 | p-value (U-test), SSD Ever vs ND Both | p-value (U-test), SSD Ever vs ND Both |
| 436 (367) | 634 (611) | 693 (759) | 545 (539) | 0.048 | 0.018 |
| 171 (234) | 290 (396) | 280 (336) | 224 (319) | 0.014 | 0.068 |
| 148 (104) | 197 (189) | 348 (591) | 184 (239) | 0.005 | 0.003 |
| 141 (220) | 149 (206) | 106 (81) | 136 (196) | 0.311 | 0.707 |
| 67 (107) | 82 (69) | 83 (51) | 77 (90) | 0.005 | 0.113 |
| 343 (330) | 516 (543) | 525 (449) | 446 (467) | 0.005 | 0.013 |
| 49 (77) | 40 (90) | 126 (571) | 56 (208) | 0.048 | 0.675 |
| 402 (1078) | 975 (1398) | 2298 (1593) | 820 (1411) | 0.005 | 0.003 |
| 37 (166) | 109 (248) | 225 (277) | 90 (246) | 0.005 | 0.003 |
| 1.6 (1.5) | 1.8 (3.1) | 2.8 (7.4) | 1.8 (3.3) | 0.620 | 0.469 |
| 0.50 (0.38) | 0.48 (0.56) | 0.74 (2.2) | 0.52 (0.87) | 0.240 | 0.364 |
| 1.9*10^{-2} (3.6*10^{-2}) | 1.4*10^{-2} (3.8*10^{-3}) | 2.3*10^{-2} (6.4*10^{-3}) | 1.7*10^{-2} (4.0*10^{-3}) | 0.104 | 0.626 |
| 1.0*10^{-8} (1.4*10^{-9}) | 0.00 (0.00) | 0.00 (0.0) | 1.0*10^{-4} (9.4*10^{-5}) | 0.626 | 0.626 |
| 1.3 (1.3) | 1.5 (3.0) | 2.6 (7.3) | 1.5 (3.2) | 0.670 | 0.626 |
| 3.9*10^{-2} (4.6*10^{-2}) | 4.8*10^{-2} (7.0*10^{-3}) | 3.5*10^{-2} (4.5*10^{-3}) | 4.2*10^{-2} (5.7*10^{-3}) | 0.690 | 0.626 |
| 0.31 (0.37) | 0.30 (0.71) | 0.15 (0.17) | 0.28 (0.53) | 0.104 | 0.008 |
| 1.0*10^{-7} (1.2*10^{-7}) | 1.6*10^{-8} (1.8*10^{-9}) | 0.00 (0.00) | 1.7*10^{-7} (2.2*10^{-8}) | 0.620 | 0.626 |
a = Correction for multiple comparisons with help of the method False Discovery Rate according to Benjamini and Hochberg (Benjamini 2010) via calculator online at SDM project web (https://www.sdmproject.com/utilities/?show=FDR; the 23rd of January, 2018; Neuroimaging software library). These calculations were done separately for costs and healthcare service use.

b = df for the Mann-Whitney U-tests were equal to the smallest group size of the comparison, i.e., df 128 (n=128 for SSD Ever) in the comparison between SSD Ever vs ND Both, and df 36 (n=36 for Depr Ever) in the comparison between Depr Ever vs ND Both.

c = Adjusted for the number of months of survival

d = The ratio between the mean values for SSD Ever/ND Both was 1.45, while the corresponding ratio between the median values was 1.48. Median total healthcare costs was €433 (q1=211, q3=842) for SSD Ever and €293 (q1=190, q3=579) for ND Both. Sensitivity analyses with varying discount rates did not change the ratio between the mean values.

e = The mean total healthcare cost was €608 (±628) for the whole sample of n=371, and €545 (±539) for the smaller sample of n=316. The median total healthcare cost for the whole sample of n=371 was €412 (q1=216, q3=781), instead of the median €371 (q1=201, q3=718) for the n=316. In sensitivity analyses the mean value for the whole sample of n=371 was €645 (±666) at 0% discount rate, and €586 (±605) at 5% discount rate.

f = Compared to the numbers for the n=316 individuals of the table, the mean total costs for the whole sample n=371 were €267 (±381) for inpatient care, €191 (±250) for primary outpatient care, and €149 (±230) for secondary outpatient care.

g = These numbers were only built on public costs data

h = Only n=160 had any private healthcare during the study period.

i = Municipal costs were built only on data from one a year period between 2011-12, and those still surviving by the time n=242, of which n=134 (ND+ND), n=82(SSD Ever) and n=26 (Depr Ever).

j = Only n=38 of the 242 individuals with municipal costs lived in adapted housing

k = The mean number of healthcare visits was 1.8 (±3.2) for the whole sample of n=371, and 1.8 (±3.3) for the smaller sample of n=316. The median total number of healthcare visits for the whole sample of n=371 was 1.0 (q1=0.42, q3=2.1), instead of the median 1.2 (q1=0.52, q3=2.3) for the n=316.

l = Number of visits to a physician is only based on data from four years of the study period

m = There were only 1 psychiatric inpatient occasion, and only 31 psychiatric outpatient visits of the total 28626 visits for all the 371 persons during the five-year study period.

n = Visits at the emergency room was only to a physician

Despite the fact that only 16% of the persons had adapted housing (as a major cost component) by the time municipal costs were measured, still the mean total municipal costs were clearly higher than the mean total healthcare costs per capita.

For persons with SSD Ever, both healthcare costs in general and municipal costs were significantly higher than for persons with ND Both, even though such differences were not significant for the sector of outpatient secondary care. Comparing mean total costs, individuals with SSD Ever exceeded those with ND Both by a ratio of 1.45 (€634 vs €436) in mean total healthcare costs, and by a factor of 2.43 (€975 vs €402) in mean total municipal costs. Similar patterns were seen for persons with Depression Ever compared with ND Both, although no significant differences were seen for the components private care or inpatient care. Those individuals with the highest total healthcare costs consisted of scomatically multimorbid patients with a high amount of inpatient care.

3.3 Healthcare service use

The mean number of healthcare visits in total was 1.8 (±3.2) per month or 21.0 (±38.2) per year and per capita for the whole sample (table 2). Only three persons had any contact at all with secondary psychiatric care during the study period, and the number of visits to secondary psychiatric care altogether corresponded to only 0.1 percent of all healthcare contacts in five years.
In contrast to the above mentioned differences in direct costs between the categories of depressiveness, the only significant difference in service use was that persons with ND Both had more visits to secondary outpatient care than those with Depr Ever.

### 3.4 Linear regression analyses with log healthcare costs as dependent variable

Through univariate analyses three factors were identified that had a significant association with the dependent variable log value of direct healthcare costs (table 3): presence of SSD, loneliness, and somatic multimorbidity. In the subsequent multivariate linear regressions were built a final model of five independent variables significantly predicting direct healthcare costs: male sex, ADL functions, loneliness, presence of SSD, and somatic multimorbidity. However, the predictive values of the multivariate model as a whole were low, indicating that other factors contributed to the amount of direct healthcare costs.

**Table 3.** Univariate and multivariate linear regressions with log direct healthcare costs per month of survival as dependent variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent predictor variable</th>
<th>Coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>t; df; p-value</th>
<th>Coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>t; df; p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male sex (yes/no)</td>
<td>0.08 (-0.02-0.18)</td>
<td>1.65; 353; 0.100</td>
<td>0.16 (-0.06-0.25)</td>
<td>3.25; 264; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low education, &lt;9 years (yes/no)</td>
<td>-0.064 (-0.16-0.04)</td>
<td>1.25; 347; 0.211</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.14-0.05)</td>
<td>0.89; 260; 0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loneliness, sometimes or often (yes/no)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.02-0.20)</td>
<td>2.37; 338; 0.018</td>
<td>0.14 (0.03-0.24)</td>
<td>2.62; 264; 0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of mobility assistive devices (yes/no)</td>
<td>0.08 (-0.02-0.17)</td>
<td>1.57; 353; 0.118</td>
<td>0.03 (-0.08-0.14)</td>
<td>0.52; 260; 0.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower ADL functions (EQ-5D), (yes/no)</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.08-0.15)</td>
<td>0.61; 353; 0.541</td>
<td>-0.15 (-0.28-(-0.02)</td>
<td>-2.27; 264; 0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain/ Discomfort (EQ-5D), moderate or extreme (yes/no)</td>
<td>0.00 (-0.10-0.10)</td>
<td>0.05; 353; 0.964</td>
<td>0.02 (-0.08-0.12)</td>
<td>0.36; 260; 0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive dysfunction (MMSE&lt;25p, yes/no)</td>
<td>0.03 (-0.11-0.16)</td>
<td>0.40; 353; 0.687</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.21-0.08)</td>
<td>-0.85; 260; 0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatic multimorbidity (n chronic diseases)</td>
<td>0.05 (0.01-0.08)</td>
<td>2.88; 353; 0.004</td>
<td>0.04 (0.01-0.08)</td>
<td>2.81; 264; 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of SSD Ever vs ND both</td>
<td>0.13 (0.03-0.23)</td>
<td>2.58; 278; 0.011</td>
<td>0.11 (0.01-0.21)</td>
<td>2.20; 264; 0.029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Adjusted $R^2=0.083$ for the stepwise linear regression, and $F=5.88$, df=5, 264 for the model of five significant predictors female sex, loneliness, usual activities, somatic multimorbidity, and presence of SSD.
- The multivariate regression analyses were based on n=280 out of the n=316 sample, as all other than the categories ND both (n=152) and SSD Ever (n=128) were excluded listwise.
- Mean total healthcare cost per month of survival was €611 (±593) for men, and €500 (±495) for women, which means a 19% lower mean total healthcare cost for women.
- The coefficient, 95% CI and associated p-value of the multivariate regression for this variable were taken from the first stepwise model, corresponding to an entry procedure for all the variables together. In the final stepwise backward automatic regression model this variable was actually removed as it was non-significant.
- In the sensitivity analyses the p-value for this variable was 0.042 with a discount rate of 0%, and 0.029 with a discount rate of 5%.

### 3.5 Discussion

The aims of this study were two-fold: to provide a comparison between the prospective healthcare direct costs and service utilization for persons with SSD compared with non-depressive persons in a Swedish population of very old persons during a five-year period, and also to develop a model that predicts increased direct healthcare costs in very old persons.
We found that the total direct healthcare costs for persons with SSD at either baseline or at one-year follow-up (SSD Ever) significantly exceeded those of persons with non-depression on both occasions (ND Both), with a mean total cost per month of survival 1.45 times higher for persons with SSD Ever compared to ND Both. This is in line with the few previous studies on costs of depression in the very old (10, 11), and also in line with studies on costs of subsyndromal depression in younger old persons (6, 7). The size of the difference in this study on SSD was about equal compared to studies on syndromal depression in very old persons or studies on syndromal depression in those of younger ages (6, 30) even though the general pattern across studies is that higher levels of depressiveness correlate to increasing direct costs, functional decline and suffering, a pattern also in accordance to a dimensional paradigm of mood conditions and disorders (5, 31).

Regarding our second aim - to develop a model that predicts increased direct healthcare costs in very old persons - the multivariate regression model revealed that predictors for direct healthcare costs in our study were male sex, ADL functions, loneliness, presence of SSD, and somatic multimorbidity. The findings that male sex and higher ADL functions predict increased healthcare costs contradict to previous findings (10, 14). A possible explanation why male sex predicted higher costs in this sample would be the higher mortality for men compared to peer women of old ages, while the switch from positive coefficient of lower ADL functions in the univariate regression to a negative coefficient in the multivariate regression might be interpreted as a result of interactions between the variables. Also the selective missing data for both female sex and lower ADL functions might contribute to these unexpected findings. Further, the findings that loneliness, presence of SSD, and somatic multimorbidity all predict higher healthcare costs are similar as in previous studies (7, 9, 10, 16) even though the explanatory power for the regression model as well as for the individual variables was small.

The mean total healthcare costs per capita in this study amounted to €608 (±628) per month which (extrapolated to annual costs corresponding to €7301 or $8217 ) were relatively high compared to similar previous studies on depression in the elderly, with a range of $900-9632 annually (6, 11). A possible explanation for these comparatively high mean total costs would be that our study was on subjects of older ages and with a relatively higher degree of multimorbidity than those in other studies. Another possible explanation for variation of costs across studies and countries could of course be the different organization of mental and somatic health services. The healthcare expenditure per capita in Sweden during the study period was about 15% higher than the OECD mean, or about 50% lower than the expenditure per capita in the US, and with a slightly larger proportion of outpatient care compared to the former (32).

There have been many suggestions to explain why persons with depressiveness have higher costs in general than non-depressive persons: for example that the psychiatric symptoms themselves lead to extra treatments, that depressive symptoms are associated with the development of certain unspecific somatic symptoms, and that depressive symptoms complicate the treatment of somatic disorders, for example through non-adherence to treatment (11, 33). In contrast to the significant differences in direct costs, there were no significant differences between SSD Ever and ND Both in healthcare service use in terms of number of contacts, according to the register data available in this study. This is an inconsistency of our data, as the healthcare cost data is indirectly based on the healthcare service register. This inconsistency may be due to the variation of diagnoses, which was not considered in our analyses.
Only about one per thousand of outpatient care visits was to specialized psychiatric care in our study, which was in stark contrast to the much larger cost proportion of about nine percent that specialist psychiatric care constitutes of healthcare costs to adults of all ages in Sweden (34). This agrees with previous findings that older people underuse mental health services (35). The reason why very old persons have such a small consumption of psychiatric care is not fully understood. Lack of access to psychiatric healthcare resources can be a result of depressive symptoms themselves or of disability (36), a result of barriers in the meeting with healthcare personnel (37), of ageism (38), of stigma from mental health problems, or simply due to the patients’ preferences (39).

In accordance with our hypothesis the costs for SSD Ever were higher than costs for ND. Both, independently of somatic multimorbidity, and presence of SSD was also a significant predictor for healthcare costs in the final multivariate regression model even though the effect size was small. However, the relationship between depression, multimorbidity and frailty has been described as complex and multidirectional, and these variables frequently coexist in very old persons (40). Somatic multimorbidity and loneliness were both significant predictors of healthcare costs as hypothesized, as was male sex. Against our hypotheses, none of the variables cognitive dysfunction, chronic pain, lower ADL functions or physical functioning predicted higher direct healthcare costs significantly in the multivariate regression. To sharpen the prediction of direct costs in depressiveness of late-life, further research is warranted, particularly as cost-effective interventions for the conditions are gradually becoming available (39, 41).

3.6 Limitations

A number of limitations of this study should be considered. Only 57% of the eligible population or 75% of baseline participants responded to the GDS measurement, and there were systematical differences between the responders and non-responders. Therefore, one has to be cautious regarding the generalizability of the results to certain subgroups of very old persons, namely females, those with adapted housing, and lower ADL functions. Compared to peers of the whole country, the responders also had significantly lower educational level (67% with <9 years of education in the study, compared to only 55% in the country) but the same sex distribution. Moreover, subsyndromal depression was defined by the screening instrument of GDS-15 instead of the DSM-5 classification, which is of relevance for the validity. The DSM-5 as a gold standard matches much of the psychiatric literature better than GDS-15 in many ways, though a screening instrument has other important advantages, not least from a health economic perspective (30), and is appropriate to a dimensional perspective on affective conditions (22). In order to increase validity we classified the depressiveness of participants according to two consecutive measurements, as affective disorders vary in intensity over time. An alternative study design with more frequent measurements of depressiveness would have allowed study of the longitudinal and possibly causal relations between depressiveness and direct costs. Finally, the study builds on the Swedish healthcare system with both similarities and differences from healthcare systems of other countries, which is why extrapolating the findings to other countries should be done with caution.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, this is the first study focusing on the cost-of-illness of SSD in very old persons, and we found that persons with SSD had significantly higher total direct healthcare costs per month of survival than non-depressive persons among the very old. Also, our multivariate
regression revealed five factors - male sex, ADL functions, loneliness, presence of SSD, and somatic multimorbidity - as predictors of future direct healthcare costs, even though the effect size of the model as well as the individual predictors were small. Subsyndromal depression in late life is common and is associated with increased costs for society in addition to both functional impairment and suffering for the individuals and their families. Future research should analyze the relationships between depressiveness, multimorbidity and healthcare costs longitudinally in order to identify causal aspects and mechanisms, to better guide the allocation of resources in health policy, and to continue developing the effectiveness of interventions for depressiveness in late life. Moreover, better directed and tailored prevention and treatment for those who need it should also be developed in future studies.
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